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Abstract
The detection of moving objects in important in many tasks. Previous approaches
to this problem can be broadly divided into two classes: 2D algorithms which apply
when the scene can be approximated by a at surface and/or when the camera is only
undergoing rotations and zooms, and 3D algorithms which work well only when significant depth variations are present in the scene and the camera is translating. In this
paper, we describe a unied approach to handling moving object detection in both 2D
and 3D scenes, with a strategy to gracefully bridge the gap between those two extremes.
Our approach is based on a stratication of the moving object detection problem into
scenarios which gradually increase in their complexity. We present a set of techniques
that match the above stratication. These techniques progressively increase in their
complexity, ranging from 2D techniques to more complex 3D techniques. Moreover, the
computations required for the solution to the problem at one complexity level become
the initial processing step for the solution at the next complexity level. We illustrate
these techniques using examples from real image sequences.

1 Introduction
Moving object detection is an important problem in image sequence analysis. It is necessary for surveillance applications, for guidance of autonomous vehicles, for e cient video
compression, for smart tracking of moving objects, and many other applications.
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The 2D motion observed in an image sequence is caused by 3D camera motion (the egomotion) and by 3D motions of independently moving objects. The key step in moving object
detection is accounting for (or compensating for) the camera-induced image motion. After
compensation for camera-induced image motion, the remaining residual motions must be
due to moving objects.
The camera induced image motion depends both on the ego-motion parameters and the
depth of each point in the scene. Estimating all of these physical parameters (namely egomotion and depth) to account for the camera-induced motion is, in general, an inherently
ambiguous problem 2]. When the scene contains large depth variations, these parameters
may be recovered. We refer to these scenes as 3D scenes. However, in 2D scenes, namely
when the depth variations are not signicant, the recovery of the camera and scene parameters is usually not robust or reliable 2]. Sample publications that treat the problem of
moving objects in 3D scenes are 3, 17, 25, 26, 8]. A careful treatment of the issues and
problems associated with moving object detection in 3D scenes is given in 24].
An eective approach to accounting for camera induced motion in 2D scenes is to model
the image motion in terms of a global 2D parametric transformation. This approach is
robust and reliable when applied to at (planar) scenes, distant scenes, or when the camera
is undergoing only rotations and zooms. However, the 2D approach cannot be applied to
the 3D scenes. Examples of methods that handle moving objects in 2D scenes are 11, 6, 7,
9, 23, 19, 27, 4].
Therefore, 2D algorithms and 3D algorithms address the moving object detection problem
in very dierent types of scenarios. These are two extremes in a continuum of scenarios:
at 2D scenes (i.e., no 3D parallax) vs. 3D scenes with dense depth variations (i.e., dense
3D parallax). Both classes fail on the other extreme case or even on the intermediate case
(when 3D parallax is sparse relative to amount of independent motion).
In real image sequences it is not always possible to predict in advance which situation (2D
or 3D) will occur. Moreover, both types of scenarios can occur within the same sequence,
with gradual transitions between them. Unfortunately, no single class of algorithms (2D
or 3D) can address the general moving object detection problem. It is not practical to
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constantly switch from one set of algorithms to another, especially since neither class treats
well the intermediate case.
In this paper, we present a unied approach to handling moving object detection in
both 2D and 3D scenes, with a strategy to gracefully bridge the gap between those two
extremes. Our approach is based on a stratication of the moving object detection problem
into scenarios which gradually increase in their complexity: (i) scenarios in which the camera
induced motion can be modeled by a single 2D parametric transformation, (ii) those in
which the camera induced motion can be modeled in terms of a small number of layers of
parametric transformations, and (iii) general 3D scenes, in which a more complete parallax
motion analysis is required.
We present a set of techniques that match the above stratication. These techniques
progressively increase in their complexity, ranging from 2D techniques to more complex 3D
techniques. Moreover, the computations required for the solution to the problem at one
complexity level become the initial processing step for the solution at the next complexity
level. In particular, the 2D parametric motion compensation forms the basis to the solution
of the multiple layer situation, and the single 2D or multiple-layer motion compensation
forms the basis to the solution of the more general 3D case. Careful treatment is given to
the intermediate case, when 3D parallax motion is sparse relative to amount of independent
motion.
The goal in taking this approach is to develop a strategy for moving object detection,
so that the analysis performed is tuned to match the complexity of the problem and the
availability of information at any time. This paper describes the core elements of such a
strategy. The integration of these elements into a single algorithm remains a task for our
future research.

2 2D Scenes
When the scene viewed from a moving camera is at such a distance that it can be approximated by a at 2D surface, then the camera induced motion can be modeled by a single
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global 2D parametric transformation between a pair of successive image frames:
"

#

"

u(x y) = p1x + p2y + p5 + p7 x2 + p8xy
v (x y )
p3 x + p4 y + p6 + p7 xy + p8y2

#

(1)

where (u(x y) v(x y)) denotes the image velocity at the point (x y). The above equation
is an exact description of the instantaneous image motion eld induced by a planar surface
viewed from a moving camera. In addition, this transformation also describes well the 2D
image motion of an arbitrary 3D scene undergoing camera rotations, zooms, and small camera
translations. More importantly, when the overall 3D range (Z ) to the scene from the camera
is much greater than the variation of the range within the scene (Z ), the above describes
the image motion eld to sub-pixel accuracy.
We refer to scenes that satisfy one or more of the abovementioned conditions (and hence
Equation (1) is applicable), as 2D scenes. In practice, these conditions are often satised in
remote surveillance applications, when narrow eld-of-view (FOV) cameras (typically 5 or
less) are used to detect moving objects in a distant scene (typically at least 1km away).
Under these conditions, we can use a previously developed method 5, 11] in order to
compute the 2D parametric motion. This technique \locks" onto a \dominant" parametric
motion between an image pair, even in the presence of independently moving objects. It
does not require prior knowledge of their regions of support in the image plane 11]. This
computation provides only the 2D motion parameters of the camera-induced motion, but no
explicit 3D shape or motion information.
Once the dominant 2D parametric motion has been estimated, it is used for warping
one image towards the other. When the dominant motion is that of the camera, all regions
corresponding to static portions of the scene are in completely aligned as a result of the
2D registration (except for non-overlapping image boundaries), while independently moving
objects are not. Detection of moving objects is therefore performed by determining local
misalignments 11] after the global 2D parametric registration.
Figure 1 shows an example of moving object detection in a \2D scene". This sequence was
obtained by a video camera with a FOV of 4 degrees. The camera was mounted on a vehicle
moving on a bumpy dirt road at about 15 km/hr and was looking sideways. Therefore,
4
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Figure 1: 2D moving object detection.

(a-b) Two frames in a sequence obtained by a translating and rotating camera. The scene itself
was not planar, but was distant enough (about 1 km away from the camera) so that e ects of 3D
parallax were negligible. The scene contained a car driving on a road. (c) Intensity di erences before
dominant (background) 2D alignment. (d) Intensity di erences after dominant (background) 2D
alignment. Non-overlapping image boundaries were not processed. The 2D alignment compensates
for the camera-induced motion, but not for the car's independent motion. (e) The detected moving
object based on local misalignment analysis. The white region signies the detected moving object.

the camera was both translating and rotating (camera jitter). The scene itself was not
planar, but was distant enough (about 1 km away from the camera), so that 2D parametric
transformations were su cient to account for the camera-induced motion between successive
frames. The scene contained a car moving independently on a road. Figure 1.a and Figure 1.b
show two frames out of the sequence. Figure 1.c and Figure 1.d show intensity dierences
before and after dominant (background) 2D alignment, respectively. Figure 1.e shows the
detected moving object based on local misalignment analysis 11].
The frame-to-frame motion of the background in remote surveillance applications can
typically be modeled by a 2D parametric transformation. However, when a frontal portion
of the scene enters the FOV, eects of 3D parallax motion are encountered. The simple 2D
algorithm cannot account for camera-induced motion in scenes with 3D parallax. In the next
two sections we address the problem of moving object detection in 3D scenes with parallax.

3 Multi-Planar Scenes
When the camera is translating, and the scene is not planar or is not su ciently distant, then
a single 2D parametric motion (Section 2) is insu cient for modeling the camera-induced
5

motion. Aligning two images with respect to a dominant 2D parametric transformation
may bring into alignment a large portion of the scene, which corresponds to a planar (or a
remote) part of the scene. However, any other (e.g., near) portions of the scene that enter
the eld-of-view cannot be aligned by the dominant 2D parametric transformation. These
out-of-plane scene points, although they have the same 3D motion as the planar points, have
substantially dierent induced 2D motions. The dierences in 2D motions are called 3D
parallax motion 18, 20]. Eects of parallax are only due to camera translation and 3D scene
variations. Camera rotation or zoom do not cause parallax (see Section 4.1).
Figure 2 shows an example of a sequence where the eects of 3D parallax are evident.
Figure 2.a and 2.b show two frames from a sequence with the same setting and scenario
described in Figure 1, only in this case a frontal hill with bushes (which was much closer to
the camera than the background scene) entered the eld of view (FOV).
Figure 2.c displays image regions which were found to be aligned after dominant 2D
parametric registration (see Section 2). Clearly the global 2D alignment accounts for the
camera-induced motion of the distant portion of the scene, but does not account for the
camera-induced motion of the closer portion of the scene (the bushes).
Thus, simple 2D techniques, when applied to these types of scenarios, will not be able
to distinguish between the independent car motion and the 3D parallax motion of the bush.
There is therefore a need to model 3D parallax as well. In this section we describe one
approach to modeling parallax motion, which builds on top of the 2D approach to modeling
camera- induced motion. This approach is based on tting multiple planar surfaces (i.e.,
multiple 2D \layers" 1, 27] to the scene. In Section 4 approaches to handling more complex
types of scenes with (sparse and dense) 3D parallax will be described. They too build on
top of the 2D (or layered) approach.
When the scene is piecewise planar, or is constructed of a few distinct portions at dierent
depths, then the camera-induced motion can be accounted for by a few layers of 2D parametric transformations. This case is very typical of outdoor surveillance scenarios, especially
when the camera FOV is narrow. The multi-layered approach is an extension of the simple
2D approach, and is implemented using a method similar to the sequential method presented
6
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Figure 2: Layered moving object detection.

(a,b) Two frames in a sequence obtained by a translating and rotating camera. The FOV captures a
distant portion of the scene (hills and road) as well as a frontal portion of the scene (bushes). The
scene contains a car driving on a road. (c) The image region which corresponds to the dominant 2D
parametric transformation. This region corresponds to the remote part of the scene. White regions
signify image regions which were misaligned after performing global image registration according to
the computed dominant 2D parametric transformation. These regions correspond to the car and the
frontal part of the scene (the bushes). (d) The image region which corresponds to the next detected
dominant 2D parametric transformation. This region corresponds to the frontal bushes. The 2D
transformation was computed by applying the 2D estimation algorithm again, but this time only to
the image regions highlighted in white in Fig. 2.c (i.e., only to image regions inconsistent in their
image motion with the rst dominant 2D parametric transformation). White regions in this gure
signify regions inconsistent with the bushes' 2D transformation. These correspond to the car and
to the remote parts of the scene. (e) The detected moving object (the car) highlighted in white.

in 11]: First, the dominant 2D parametric transformation between two frames is detected
(Section 2). The two images are aligned accordingly, and the misaligned image regions are
detected and segmented out (Figure 2.c). Next, the same 2D motion estimation technique is
re-applied, but this time only to the segmented (misaligned) regions of the image, to detect
the next dominant 2D transformation and its region of support within the image, and so
on. For each additional layer, the two images are aligned according to the 2D parametric
transformation of that layer, and the misaligned image regions are detected and segmented
out (Figure 2.d).
Each \2D layer" is continuously tracked in time by using the obtained segmentation
masks. Moving objects are detected as image regions that are inconsistent with the image
motion of any of the 2D layers. Such an example is shown in Figure 2.e.
A moving object is not detected as a layer by this algorithm if it is small. However, if the
object is large, it may itself be detected as a 2D layer. A few cues can be used to distinguish
7

between moving objects and static scene layers:
1. Moving objects produce discontinuities in 2D motion everywhere on their boundary, as
opposed to static 2D layers. Therefore, if a moving object is detected as a layer, it can be
distinguished from real scene layers due to the fact that it appears \oating" in the air (i.e.,
has depth discontinuities all around it). A real scene layer, on the other hand, is always
connected to another part of the scene (layer). On the connecting boundary, the 2D motion
is continuous. If the connection to other scene portions is outside the FOV, then that layer
is adjacent to the image boundary. Therefore, a 2D layer which is fully contained in the
FOV, and exhibits 2D motion discontinuities all around it, is necessarily a moving object.
2. 3D-consistency over time of two 2D layers can be checked. In Section 4.2 we present a
method for checking 3D-consistency of two scene points over time based on their parallax
displacements alone. If two layers belong to a single rigid scene, the parallax displacement
of one layer with respect to the other is yet another 2D parametric transformation (which
is obtained by taking the dierence between the two 2D parametric layer transformations).
Therefore, for example, consistency of two layers can be veried over time by applying the
3D-consistency check to parallax displacements of one layer with respect to the other (see
Section 4.2).
3. Other cues, such detecting negative depth, etc. can also be used.
In the sequence shown in Figures 1 and 2, we used the rst cue (i.e., eliminated \oating"
layers) to ensure moving objects were not interpreted as scene layers. The moving car was
successfully and continuously detected over the entire two-minute video sequence, which
alternated between the single-layered case (i.e., no 3D parallax frontal scene part was not
visible in the FOV) and the two-layered case (i.e., existence of 3D parallax).

4 Scenes With General 3D Parallax
While the single and multi-layered parametric registration methods are adequate to handle
a large number of situations, there are cases when the parallax cannot be modeled in terms
of layers. An example of such a situation is a cluttered scene which contains many small
objects at multiple depths (these could be urban scenes or indoor scenes). In this section
8
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Figure 3: The plane+parallax decomposition.

(a) The geometric interpretation. (b) The epipolar eld of the residual parallax displacements.

we develop an approach to handling these more complex 3D scenes.

4.1 3D Scenes with Dense Parallax
The key observation that enables us to extend the 2D parametric registration approach to
general 3D scenes is the following: the plane registration process (using the dominant 2D
parametric transformation) removes all eects of camera rotation, zoom, and calibration,
without explicitly computing them 12, 14, 21, 22]. The residual image motion after the plane
registration is due only to the translational motion of the camera and to the deviations of the
scene structure from the planar surface. Hence, the residual motion is an epipolar ow eld.
This observation has led to the so-called \plane+parallax" approach to 3D scene analysis
13, 12, 14, 21, 22].

The Plane+Parallax Decomposition:

~ = (X Y Z )T and
Figure 3 provides a geometric interpretation of the planar parallax. Let P
P~ 0 = (X 0 Y 0 Z 0)T denote the Cartesian coordinates of a scene point with respect to two different camera views, respectively. Let ~p = (x y)T and p~0 = (x0 y0)T respectively denote the
corresponding coordinates of the corresponding image points in the two image frames. Let
T~ = (Tx Ty Tz ) denote the camera translation between the two views. Let  denote a (real

or virtual) planar surface in the scene which is registered by the 2D parametric registration
process mentioned in Section 2. It can be shown (see 15, 12, 21, 22]) that the 2D image
9

~ can be written as
displacement of the point P
~u = (p~0 ; ~p) = u~ + ~

(2)

where u~ denotes the planar part of the 2D image motion (the homography due to ), and
~ denotes the residual planar parallax 2D motion. The homography due to  results in an
image motion eld that can be modeled as a 2D parametric transformation. In general, this
transformation is a projective transformation, however, in the case of instantaneous camera
motion, it can be well approximated by the quadratic transformation shown in Equation (1).
When Tz 6= 0:
u~ = (p~0 ; p~w )  ~ =  dT0z (~e ; p~w )
(3)
where p~w denotes the image point in the rst frame which results from warping the corresponding point p~0 in the second image, by the 2D parametric transformation of the plane .
The 2D image coordinates of the epipole (or the focus-of-expansion, FOE) in the rst frame
are denoted by ~e, and d0 is the perpendicular distance from the second camera center to the
~ . In particular,
reference plane (see Figure 3).  is a measure of the 3D shape of the point P

~ to the reference plane, and Z is
 = HZ where H is the perpendicular distance from the P
~ with respect to the rst camera. We refer to  as
the \range" (or \depth") of the point P
~ . In the case when Tz = 0, the parallax motion  has
the projective 3D structure of point P
a slightly dierent form:  = d ~t where t = (Tx Ty )T .
0

The use of the plane+parallax decomposition for egomotion estimation is described in
12], and for 3D shape recovery is described in 14, 21]. The plane+parallax decomposition is
more general than the more traditional decomposition in terms of rotational and translational
motion (and includes the traditional decomposition as a special case). In addition, (i) the
planar homography (i.e., the 2D parametric planar transformation) compensates for camera
rotation, zoom and other changes in the internal parameters of the camera, (ii) this approach
does not require any prior knowledge of the camera internal parameters (in other words, no
prior camera calibration is needed), and (iii) the planar homography being a 2D parametric
10

transformation can be estimated in a more stable fashion than the rotation and translation
parameters. In particular, it can be estimated even when the camera eld-of-view is limited,
the depth variations in the scene are small, and in the presence of independently moving
objects (see Section 2).
An algorithm for detecting moving objects based on the plane+parallax decomposition
is described in 16]. However, it should be noted that in general, the detection of moving
objects does not require the estimation of the 3D shape. Since the residual parallax displacements are due to the camera translational component alone, they form a radial eld
centered at the epipole/FOE (see Figure 3.b). If the epipole is recovered, all that is required
for detecting moving objects is the verication whether the residual 2D displacement associated with a given point is directed towards/away from the epipole. This is known as the
epipolar constraint 24]. Residual 2D motion that violates this requirement can only be due
to an independently moving object. Figure 4.a graphically illustrates this situation.
epipole
(foe)

false
epipole
(foe)

true
epipole
(foe)

a)
b)
Figure 4: (a) Moving object detection based on inconsistency of parallax motion with radial epipolar motion eld. (b) False epipole estimation when 3D parallax is sparse relative to independent
motion.

Diculty of Epipole Recovery:

While the plane+parallax strategy works generally well when the epipole (FOE) recovery is
possible, its performance depends critically on the ability to accurately estimate the epipole.
Since the epipole recovery is based on the residual motion vectors, those vectors that are
due to the moving object are likely to bias the estimated epipole away from the true epipole.
(Note that this is true even of the \direct" methods that do not explicitly recover the residual
motion vectors, but instead rely on spatiotemporal image gradients 14], since the informa11

tion provided by the points on moving objects will inuence the estimate.)
The problem of estimating the epipole is acute when the scene contains sparse parallax
information and the residual motion vectors due to independently moving object are signicant (either in magnitude or in number). A graphic illustration of such a situation is
provided in Figure 4.b. In the situation depicted in this gure, the magnitude and the number of parallax vectors on the tree is considerably smaller than the residual motion vectors
on the independently moving car. As a result, the estimated epipole is likely to be consistent
with the motion of the car (in the gure this would be somewhere outside the eld-of-view on
the left side of the image) and the tree will be detected as an independently moving object.
There are two obvious ways to overcome the di culties in estimating the epipole. The
rst is to use prior knowledge regarding the camera/vehicle motion to reject potential outliers (namely the moving objects) during the estimation. However, if only limited parallax
information is available, any attempt to rene this prior information will be unstable. A
more general approach would be to defer, or even completely eliminate, the computation
of the epipole. In the next section, we develop an approach to moving object detection by
directly comparing the parallax motion of pairs of points without estimating the epipole.

4.2 3D Scenes With Sparse Parallax
In this section we present a method we have developed for moving object detection in the
di cult \intermediate" cases, when 3D parallax information is sparse relative to independent
motion information. This approach can be used to bridge the gap between the 2D cases and
the dense 3D cases.

The parallax based shape constraint:

Theorem 1: Given the planar-parallax displacement vectors ~1 and ~2 of two points that
belong to the static background scene, their relative 3D projective structure 12 is given by:

2 = ~2T (p~w )? :
1 ~1T (p~w )?
12

(4)

where, as shown in Figure 5, p~1 and p~2 are the image locations (in the reference frame) of
two points that are part of the static scene, p~w = p~w2 ; p~w1 , the vector connecting the
\warped" locations of the corresponding second frame points (as in Equation (3)), and ~v?
signies a vector perpendicular to ~v.
Proof:

See Appendix (also see 10]).
Figure 5: The pairwise parallax-
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Note that this constraint directly relates the relative projective structure of two points to
their parallax displacements alone: no camera parameters, in particular the epipole (FOE),
are involved. Neither is any additional parallax information required at other image points.
Application of this constraint to the recovery of 3D structure of the scene is described in
10]. Here we focus on its application to moving object detection.

The parallax based rigidity constraint:

Theorem 2: Given the planar-parallax displacement vectors of two points that belong to
the background static scene over three frames, the following constraint must be satised:

~2jT (p~w )j? ; ~2kT (p~w )k? = 0:
~1jT (p~w )j? ~1kT (p~w )k?

(5)

where ~j1 ~j2 are the parallax displacement vectors of the two points between the reference
frame and the j th frame, ~k1 ~k2 are the parallax vectors between the reference frame and the

kth frame, and (p~w )j (p~w )k are the corresponding distances between the warped points
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as in Equation (4) and Figure 5.
Proof:

The relative projective structure

2
1

is invariant to camera motion. Therefore,

using Equation (4), for any two frames j and k we get:

2 = ~2jT (p~w )j? = ~2kT (p~w )k? :
1 ~1jT (p~w )j? ~1kT (p~w )k?
As in the case of the parallax based shape constraint (Equation (4)), the parallax based
rigidity constraint (Equation (5)) relates the parallax vectors of pairs of points over three
frames without referring to the camera geometry (especially the epipole/FOE). Furthermore,
this constraint does not even explicitly refer to the structure parameters of the points in
consideration. The rigidity constraint (5) can therefore be applied to detect inconsistencies in
the 3D motion of two image points (i.e., say whether the two image points are projections of
3D points belonging to a same or dierent 3D moving objects) based on their parallax motion
among three (or more) frames alone, without the need to estimate either camera geometry,
camera motion, or structure parameters, and without relying on parallax information at
other image points. A consistency measure is dened as the left-hand side of Equation (5),
after multiplying by the denominators (to eliminate singularities). The farther this quantity
is from 0, the higher is the 3D-inconsistency of the two points.

4.3 Applying the Parallax Rigidity Constraint to Moving Object
Detection
Fig. 6.a graphically displays an example of a conguration in which estimating the epipole
in presence of multiple moving objects can be very erroneous, even when using clustering
techniques in the epipole domain as suggested by 17, 25]. Relying on the epipole computation
to detect inconsistencies in 3D motion fails in detecting moving objects in such cases.
The parallax rigidity constraint (Equation (5)) can be applied to detect inconsistencies in
the 3D motion of one image point relative to another directly from their \parallax" vectors
over multiple (three or more) frames, without the need to estimate either camera geometry,
14
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Figure 6: Reliable detection of 3D motion inconsistency with sparse parallax information.
CB

(a) Camera is translating to the right. The only static object with pure parallax motion is that
of the tree. Ball is falling independently. The epipole may be incorrectly be computed as e. The
false epipole e is consistent with both motions. (b) The rigidity constraint applied to this scenario
detects 3D inconsistency over three frames, since TT11AATB = ;TT22CCBT . In this case, even the signs do
not match.
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camera motion, or shape parameters. This provides a useful mechanism for clustering (or
segmenting) the \parallax" vectors (i.e., the residual motion after planar registration) into
consistent groups belonging to consistently 3D moving objects, even in cases such as in
Fig. 6.a, where the parallax information is minimal, and the independent motion is not
negligible. Fig. 6.b graphically explains how the rigidity constraint (5) detects the 3D
inconsistency of Fig. 6.a over three frames.
Fig. 7 shows an example of using the rigidity-based inconsistency measure described
earlier to detect 3D inconsistencies. In this sequence the camera is in motion (translating
from left to right), inducing parallax motion of dierent magnitudes on the house, road, and
road-sign. The car moves independently from left to right. The detected 2D planar motion
was that of the house. The planar parallax motion was computed after 2D registration
of the three images with respect to the house (see Fig. 7.d). A single point on the roadsign was selected as a point of reference (see Fig. 7.e). Fig. 7.f displays the measure of
inconsistency of each point in the image with respect to the selected road-sign point. Bright
regions indicate large values when applying the inconsistency measure, i.e., violations in 3D
rigidity detected over three frames with respect to the road-sign point. The region which
was detected as moving 3D-inconsistently with respect to the road-sign point corresponds to
the car. Regions close to the image boundary were ignored. All other regions of the image
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were detected as moving 3D-consistently with the road-sign point. Therefore, assuming an
uncalibrated camera, this method provides a mechanism for segmenting all non-zero residual
motion vectors (after 2D planar stabilization) into groups moving consistently (in the 3D
sense).
Fig. 8 shows another example of using the rigidity constraint (5) to detect 3D inconsistencies. In this sequence the camera is mounted on a helicopter ying from left to right,
inducing some parallax motion (of dierent magnitudes) on the house-roof and trees (bottom
of the image), and on the electricity poles (by the road). Three cars move independently on
the road. The detected 2D planar motion was that of the ground surface (see Fig. 8.d). A
single point was selected on a tree as a point of reference (see Fig. 8.e). Fig. 8.f displays the
measure of inconsistency of each point in the image with respect to the selected reference
point. Bright regions indicate 3D-inconsistency detected over three frames. The three cars
were detected as moving inconsistently with the selected tree point. Regions close to the
image boundary were ignored. All other image regions were detected as moving consistently
with the selected tree point.
The ability of the parallax rigidity constraint (Equation (5)) to detect 3D-inconsistency
with respect to a single point, provides a natural way to bridge between 2D algorithms
(which assume that any 2D motion dierent than the planar motion is an independently
moving object), and 3D algorithms (which rely on having prior knowledge of a consistent
set of points, or alternatively, dense parallax data).

5 Conclusion
Previous approaches to the problem of moving object detection can be broadly divided into
two classes: 2D algorithms which apply when the scene can be approximated by a at surface
and/or when the camera is only undergoing rotations and zooms, and 3D algorithms which
work well only when signicant depth variations are present in the scene and the camera is
translating. These two classes of algorithms treat two extremes in a continuum of scenarios:
no 3D parallax (2D algorithms) vs. dense 3D parallax (3D algorithms). Both classes fail on
the other extreme case or even on the intermediate case (when 3D parallax is sparse relative
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Figure 7: Moving object detection relying on a single parallax vector.
(a,b,c) Three image frames from a sequence obtained by a camera translating from left to right,
inducing parallax motion of di erent magnitudes on the house, road, and road-sign. The car moves
independently from left to right. The middle frame (Fig. 7.b) was chosen as the frame of reference.
(d) Di erences taken after 2D image registration. The detected 2D planar motion was that of the
house, and is canceled by the 2D registration. All other scene parts that have di erent 2D motions
(i.e., parallax motion or independent motion) are misregistered. (e) The selected point of reference
(a point on the road-sign) highlighted by a white circle. (f) The measure of 3D-inconsistency of
all points in the image with respect to the road-sign point. Bright regions indicate violations in
3D rigidity detected over three frames with respect to the selected road-sign point. These regions
correspond to the car. Regions close to the image boundary were ignored. All other regions of the
image appear to move 3D-consistently with the road-sign point.
to amount of independent motion).
In this paper, we have described a unied approach to handling moving object detection
in both 2D and 3D scenes, with a strategy to gracefully bridge the gap between those
two extremes. Our approach is based on a stratication of the moving object detection
problem into scenarios which gradually increase in their complexity: We presented a set of
techniques that match the above stratication. These techniques progressively increase in
their complexity, ranging from 2D techniques to more complex 3D techniques. Moreover,
the computations required for the solution to the problem at one complexity level become
the initial processing step for the solution at the next complexity level.
The goal in taking this approach is to develop a strategy for moving object detection,
so that the analysis performed is tuned to match the complexity of the problem and the
availability of information at any time. This paper describes the core elements of such a
strategy. The integration of these elements into a single algorithm remains a task for our
future research.
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Figure 8: Moving object detection relying on a single parallax vector.
(a,b,c) Three image frames from a sequence obtained by a camera mounted on a helicopter (ying
from left to right while turning), inducing some parallax motion (of di erent magnitudes) on the
house-roof and trees (bottom of the image), and on the electricity poles (by the road). Three cars
move independently on the road. The middle frame (Fig. 8.b) was chosen as the frame of reference.
(d) Di erences taken after 2D image registration. The detected 2D planar motion was that of the
ground surface, and is canceled by the 2D registration. All other scene parts that have di erent 2D
motions (i.e., parallax motion or independent motion) are misregistered. (e) The selected point of
reference (a point on a tree at the bottom left of the image) highlighted by a white circle. (f) The
measure of 3D-inconsistency of each point in the image with the tree point. Bright regions indicate
violations in 3D rigidity detected over three frames with respect to the selected tree point. These
regions correspond to the three cars (in the reference image). Regions close to the image boundary
were ignored. All other regions of the image appear to move 3D-consistently with the tree point.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we prove theorem 1, i.e., we derive Equation (4).
Let ~1 and ~2 be the planar-parallax displacement vectors of two points that belong to
the static background. From Equation (3), we know that

Therefore,

~1 = 1 dT0z (~e ; p~w1 )  ~2 = 2 Td0z (~e ; p~w2 ):

(6)

~12 ; ~21 = 12 TdZ0 (p~w2 ; p~w1 )

(7)

This last step eliminated the epipole ~e. Eq. (7) entails that the vectors on both sides of
the equation are parallel. Since 12 TdZ is a scalar, we get: (~12 ; ~21) k ~pw where
0

~pw = (p~w2 ; p~w1 ): This leads to the pairwise parallax constraint
(~12 ; ~21)T (~pw )? = 0

(8)

where ~v? signies a vector perpendicular to ~v. When TZ = 0, a constraint stronger than
Eq. (8) can be derived: (~1 12 ; ~2) = 0 however, Eq. (8), still holds. This is important, as
we do not have a-priori knowledge of TZ to distinguish between the two cases.
From Eq. (8), we can easily derive:

2
1

=

~2 T (
~1 T (

of Theorem 1.
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p~w )
p~w )

?
?

which is the same as Equation (4)

